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How cool would it be to be able to do that? Automakers focus on packing its vehicles with technology, which may or may not be a good thing. But Hyundai's latest piece of technology is something that we would enjoy using. Previously, the automaker converted the owner's traditional manual into an iOS app and then put the manual in the
vehicle's touchscreen. In its latest business, Hyundai is looking to change again the way owners interact with their vehicles and trying to get rid of the traditional owners manual forever. Hyundai is planning on launching the Hyundai Virtual Guide app later this year, which will be able to recognize over 45 features and provide more
information on maintenance, repair and even use when relevant parts of the vehicle are viewed through a camera on a mobile device. With automakers trying to create extremely compact engine bays and even more complex car manuals, it's nice to see something that will actually help enthusiasts with their vehicles. The app will be
compatible with Sonata 2015 at first, with additional models after suit. Hyundai created the augmented reality app because customers were having a hard time understanding some of the parts of the manual. For ease of use, Hyundai has created more than 82 videos, more than 50 information guides and six 3D overlays for important
portions of the vehicle. How do I know I can trust these reviews about Whirlpool Refrigerators? How do I know I can trust these Whirlpool reviews? 2,679,840 ConsumerAffairs reviews are verified. We need contact information to make sure our reviewers are real. We use intelligent software that helps us maintain the integrity of reviews.
Our moderators read all reviews to check quality and usefulness. For more information about ConsumerAffairs.com reviews please visit the FAQs. Sherri de Columbus, GA Verified Original Reviewer Review Review: August 31, 2020Love my new Whirlpool Fridge! Works well and no problem for the last year. Filters are expensive, but
found some at Lowe's cheaper. Whirlpool stays in frequent contact by email information about their products, some useful some do not apply. Would I buy this fridge again? yes, I like the ice maker, it's big enough (enough to fill a small cooler), and the convenience of crushed ice or cubes is nice. Most people complain about the engines
are loud yet I haven't experienced that. Marcie de Carpenter, SD Verified Review Original Review: August 25, 2020I bought my whirlpool side by side fridge over 13 ago and have not had any problems with it so far. One complaint, though, is the plastic slide out drawers that tend to get fragile over time and crack making it hard to keep
them on track. Side by side style is not the best for storage as each side is quite narrow, although I don't know if having the slide out the freezer on the bottom is is is the perfect answer, either. In general, I can't complain about the price or reliability of Whirlpool products! Andrea of Powell, Wyoming Verified Original Review: Aug. 23,
2020When we bought our house in 2017, came with the side, refrigerator/freezer with ice filter and water dispenser in the door, stainless steel finish. He's four now. It had a two-year warranty (it expired in 2018). As of now, he never needed service. Temperature control works very well, both the refrigerator and the freezer maintain very
adequate cold temperatures with minimal driving costs. The ice dispenser allows the user to choose between crushed ice or cubes, along with the option to turn off the icemaker when it is full when not needed. Distributed water remains cold and water filters are economical, less than $25, which lasts about 6 months each. Shelves on both
sides are bags, adjustable and easy to clean, as are the two sharper drawers in the fridge and those in the freezer. The door shelves on both sides are also semi-sharp and adjustable. The stainless steel exterior is easy to clean and hides fingerprints well. We are very pleased with the functionality and aesthetics of the Whirlpool side by
side refrigerator/freezer and recommend it to anyone on the market for one. Read Janet de Barnesville's full review, GA Verified Original Reviewor Review: August 21, 2020 Shelves in newer units are plastic not glass with metal and they break/break heavy holding contains like gallons of milk, and they are more expensive to replace. I
wish he'd come back and build things like old times. My last refrigerator lasted 20 years. I had this a year paid twice the price and already had to replace shelves and trays for it.. Umakanta by Imphal, Manipur Verified Original Reviewer Review Review: August 20, 2020Wirlpool refrigerators are best whenever I use many refrigerators. It
offers many useful services for users. It allows us to store different varieties of products, including vegetables, fruits, drinks and more. It can make cube ice to use in different drinks, products, etc. Consume less energy to use this Whirlpool refrigerator. I used the Whirlpool fridge with less stress in fresh fruit and vegetable warehouses.
Water is the main thing we used to store in this refrigerator, it keeps the temperature well for the cold and fresh taste of nature's nectar. Nowadays, refrigerator are widely used in our locality especially Whirlpool that we mentioned earlier to buy this wonderful product to provide comfort to mankind. I recommend the Whirlpool fridge. Brett of
Henderson, NV Reviewer Verified Original Buyer review: December 20, 2020I bought Whirlpool French 4 door refrigerator WRX988SIBM 01. I love the way the shops and layout (other than icemaker taking the whole door left out). But I have a lemon, I bought it. Bought. 5 years warranty (with replacement 4 repairs). The fourth repair and
dead statement was 5 years and a week (so only out of lowe extended warranty of one week). The guy at the death certificate repair said I'm not doing it like I used to. So I'm now buying another refrigerator – try Samsung this time. Every fridge has a lemon from time to time and with my luck... You can thank me for taking it off your head!
:) I've been on the fridge for an average of five years. It's a lot of money and I expect to have at least 10 years of life on an important machine. Kristine de Martinez, CA Verified Original Reviewer review: December 17, 2020Four year old Whirlpool Fridge/Freezer Model W10771736A. The ice maker broke immediately after the warranty
was over. No refrigerator or whirlpool certified repairer was able to solve the problem. Our microwave is cracked on one side, and it's only four years old. Shirley of Easley, SC Verified Original Reviewer Review review: December 17, 2020Aplaces of appliances. 2 years later the front burner will only operate at sea (fire hazard). The
icemaker refrigerator in the door did not work properly. No ice or shooting everywhere. Whirlpool offers no help because it does not purchase expensive warranty &amp; are nasty. The food freezes in the fridge and it's my fault. Never buy Whirlpool or any of their KitchenAid Jenn-Air products. There's a whole list! They say they're made in
the U.S. Lie. They are assembled in the United States. The rest is outsourced. No integrity from this company and certainly do not stand behind their products. Customer Service is non-existent! Richard of Birmingham, AL Verified Original Reviewer Review Review: November 13, 2020Ordered &amp; paid 6/9--delivered 7/29--ice maker
issue day 1--ice purchased parachutes clogged--warranty call-ice maker &amp; valves replaced 4 week-inford 4 weeks 4 week lely from Whirlpool--same issue--tech support from Whirlpool adv tech to order board to resolve--4 weeks to border arrived--contactsd Whirlpool 3 times-no concern--no asst-board arrived &amp; tech installed-same issue that on day 1--ice cubes freeze together &amp; get hung up in the parabuls--must open the door &amp; clean the ice from parachutes--ice all over ----can excuse the ice maker ever--Maytag could not care less or offer any asst--don't EVER BUY MAYTAG APPLIANCE IF SERVICE IS IMPORTANT. Peter of Ridgeland, MS
Verified Original Reviewer Review: October 29, 2020I bought the WRS571CID model *** which has an ice filter in the door that stopped working after exactly 3 years. An excellent authorised service representative informed that the wire harness from the freezer to the door had been damaged by friction from the normal opening and
freezer doors, which caused the ice filter wires to break, thus disabling the ice machine. The only remedy is to replace the entire door, which would cost $1,700, according to Whirlpool's repair data, which he is required to charge. Apparently, the cable harness is not a replaceable, replaceable part, I suspect that the hours of work required
to dismantle and reassemble the door is prohibitive. Well, a new refrigerator costs repair. I talked to Whirlpool about whether they recognize that the design is faulty and that the door should be replaced at their expense, even out of warranty, and they refused. So I advise potential buyers to be aware of this issue and follow other
comments. There are many customer reviews on different sites complaining about this very issue. Our solution is to put ice trays in the freezer to make ice, and while the dispenser still works, pour the ice thus made into the ice dispenser manually - until the control of the wire, which also becomes damaged and no longer works. I wouldn't
recommend buying this model. Read the full review Next The benefit of a side-by-side refrigerator is its accessibility. People find the design incredibly functional compared to a refrigerator with French doors, because the refrigerated compartment is more accessible. If accessibility is important to you, you'll love this beauty from
Kenmore.The fridge offers a slim design with a capacity of 26.1 with. ft. that allows you to store fresh food or leftovers while still providing room for party trays. Adjustable glass shelves are particularly useful because they allow you to customize your organization according to what you are currently trying to accommodate in the fridge. You
will also find a gallon jug door bin and clearer drawers. And, LED light lighting allows you to take stock easily. Perhaps the hottest feature is the Grab-N-Go door, which gives you easy access to snacks, leftovers, drinks and more at the touch of a button. In addition to being functional, the door adds an aesthetic look that guests will love.
GeniusCool technology is another benefit to this side-by-side. It moves clean air into the refrigerator while working in unison with an electronic temperature management system and an air filter to help maintain proper temperatures and freshness of food. In addition, the freezer offers ample space thanks to the ice dispenser in the door.
These six maintenance steps will prevent most refrigerator breakdowns. Breakdowns.
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